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Fertility Tracking Made Easy!
When you first start out, fertility tracking can feel so daunting and overwhelming.
This guide is here to help!

With tips on how to track your basal body temperature and cervical mucus, to how
to calculate your fertile window and best time to have sex for conception, your
confidence will sky rocket. And the best part is your chances of becoming pregnant
will significantly improve!

Sending you baby dust for the near future!

Step 1: Track Your BBT (Basal Body Temperature)
Tracking your basal body temperature is a great way to confirm ovulation and
predict pregnancy. Many women also use BBT combined with other fertile signs for
natural family planning. 

To Track: Using a BBT thermometer or wearable device, track your temperature
every morning around the same time, before you get out of bed. Log your
temperature in an app or on a spreadsheet.

Keep in mind that accurate readings may be affected by illness, lack of/too much
sleep, alcohol, traveling, working odd shifts, medications, and more.

See the list below for recommended basal body temperature thermometers and
wearable devices.



Step 2: Track Cervical Mucus Changes
Cervical mucus is responsible for creating an optimal environment for sperm during
your fertile window. You should notice creamy cervical mucus leading up to
ovulation and egg-white cervical mucus the day of ovulation. 

Tips: Use a clean finger or toilet paper to check your cervical mucus in the days after
menstruation. Note your cervical mucus in your BBT tracking app or write it down on
a spreadsheet.

Step 3: Calculate Your Average Cycle Length
Use the length of your last 3 menstrual cycles to determine your average cycle
length. (Most women fall between 28-35 days) If you use a tracking app, many apps
calculate your average cycle length for you.

Example: 28 +30 + 29 = 87                  87/3 = 29 (average cycle length)

Step 4: Calculate Your Fertile Window
Since ovulation occurs about 14 days prior to your menstrual cycle, you can substract
14 days from your average cycle length to determine an estimated ovulation date.
You are most fertile 2 days leading up to and the day of ovulation. These 3 days are
considered your fertile window.

Example: 29 (average cycle length) - 14 = 15          Fertile window = day 13, 14, 15
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Step 5: Time Sex for Conception
Once you have calculated your fertile window, you can confirm ovulation using your
cervical mucus and BBT. To become pregnant you should have sex every day or
every other day (low sperm count) during your calculated fertile window until signs
of ovulation pass.
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Recommendations for BBT Tracking

Fertility Friend (Free and Paid versions) - best for charting
Natural Cycles
Lady Cycle
Flo
Ovia 
Clue
Easy@Home/Premom

BBT for Fertility Tracking
$9.99
Can use Femometer App for BBT Chart
Last reading memory
Not wearable

Easy@Home Smart Basal Thermometer (works with Easy@Home app)
$39
Syncs with App
Can help predict ovulation if using App
Not wearable
Takes 1.5-2 minutes to read temp

Natural Cycles BBT (works with Natural Cycles app, comes w/ subscription)
$89.99
Designed as a natural family planning solution
Last reading memory
Does not come with app subscription

Recommended Apps

Recommended Basic BBT Thermometers
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https://amzn.to/3rlVy1q
https://amzn.to/3nwsbZ9
https://amzn.to/3A73sQf


Recommendations for BBT Tracking
OvuCore by OvuSense  (designed for irregular cycles & PCOS)

$299
Clinical proven accuracy for irregular cycles
Can measure progesterone fluctuations
Syncs w/ OvuSense App
Leave the sensor in your vagina overnight
No radio waves

Temp Drop Fertility and Ovulation Tracker (comes with app)
$169
Wearable and adjustable
Designed for fertility tracking
Predicts fertile window
Syncs with app

Oura Ring  (not designed for fertility)
Starts @ $299
Wearable and not adjustable
Not designed for fertility tracking, does track temp.
Tracks sleep

Recommended Wearable BBT Trackers

***Keep in mind you should research your options to determine what is best for you.
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Disclaimer: These statements have not been evaluated by the US Food and Drug Administration. 
This information and/or practitioner are not diagnosing, treating, curing, or preventing any disease.

Revive Your Health  LLC
All rights reserved.

https://amzn.to/3A5Mz8f
https://amzn.to/3ft9n8y
https://amzn.to/3FGtRWg
https://ouraring.com/?g_network=g&g_adid=562206779993&g_keyword=oura%20ring&g_adtype=search&g_campaign=G_SEM_Brand_Intent_US&g_keywordid=aud-1037488392188:kwd-305035554360&utm_campaign=G_SEM_Brand_Intent_US&g_adgroupid=70823106696&g_acctid=553-919-5922&g_campaignid=1016078591&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=google&gclid=Cj0KCQiAoY-PBhCNARIsABcz771XKRgmsa_4_dE23euHOSb3bOWx9PNri7t16WE95ABO3AgdQQ7LxDwaAprbEALw_wcB
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